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Why UKEmbedded?

The UK embedded industry is a niche, yet well-defined landscape. It is a close-knit community of 
professionals who, when given the chance to come together and explore new ideas and techological 
advances, keep innovation high on the UK agenda.

Alongside the ecomonic landscape, the UK embedded event calendar has changed dramatically in the last 
decade. There are fewer large “expo” style events, a handful of medium sized, generic events and many 
smaller one-day technical conferences. The gap between these micro-events and the medium-sized events 
is wide and has created an opportunity to plug a gap. Engineers demand that time away from the office is 
productive and application-led, not sales-led.

Looking back over the events from the last few years, the most well-attended events all have a strong 
conference, with any supporting activity such as exhibitions or workshops merely supporting the 
educational aspect of the day.

The team at Hitex have identified an opportunity to host a medium-sized technical conference during Q2 of 
the calendar year. The focus will be on a strong conference agenda and will be supported with an exhibition, 
workshops and training.

An open floor

UKEmbedded will be aimed at the entire embedded marketplace. This event will present an open and 
diverse profile of both speakers and exhibitors. Whether you are a silicon vendor, software vendor, tools 
provider or distributor, this event is for you.

The audience

The day will be aimed at active engineers at all levels of experience. This will include junior engineers in 
their first roles, senior engineers exploring new boundaries, project managers, developers and designers.

The audience size is expected to be upwards of 100 attendees in the first year, with this number expected to 
rise in subsequent years.

The conference and exhibition will be free to attend, with the workshops being chargeable. These prices are 
not set yet, but are likely to be around £200.

Venue

The event will be held at The Best Western Plus Windmill Village, Coventry. This is conveniently located 
close to major road, rail and air transport links.
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Call for papers

The call for papers will be opening in January 2020. We will be looking for a diverse mixture of relevant, 
current topics. Please note, we are NOT looking for sales pitches or road maps! Previous experience has 
taught us that this does not encourage delegates to return year on year.

Exhibiting

Exhibition tables will be available priced at £995+VAT. This fee will include:
 • Table top display area.
 • Space for a pull-up or pop-up display.
 • Chance to add up to 3 items into the delegate conference bag which will be given out at the end of  

 the day.
 • Attendee list.
 • All catering throughout the day for up to 3 members of staff. Extra exhibitors are charged at £20pp.
 • Full entry in the delegate information pack, plus website listing.
 • Ability to submit news items relevant to the event to the website news feed.

Workshops and training

The plans include technical training and workshops. These could be half or full day, and be limited on 
numbers to ensure each delegate feels they are gaining maximum return on their investment. We will be 
starting to pull this program together in the New Year. Should you have any thoughts on material you would 
like to present, then please do get in touch.

Sponsorship

We will be offering several sponsorship packages. These offer the best way to gain even greater visibility at 
the show. By purchasing exclusive rights to certain elements of the day, you will ensure maximum exposure 
- and hopefully maximum ROI as a result. Our packages include:

 Conference sponsorship - £400 
 Place up to 2 pull-up banners within the conference room and have your logo featured on all event  
 advertising.

  Catering sponsorship - £300
 Have your logo and corporate message displayed on all buffet/refreshment stations from breakfast  
 right through to afternoon cakes, as well as on all event advertising.

  Goody bag sponsorship - £300
 Feature your logo on the delegate bag. This will be given to each delegate at the end of the day, and  
 will contain full conference content plus an array of other items from our exhibitors.
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 Lanyard sponsorship - £300
 Are you able to provide branded lanyards with or without badge holders? If so, you can sponsor  
 this highly visible element of the day. The lanyards must be sent to Hitex directly prior to the event.

These slots will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. If you have another idea for a way to support 
the event, please contact Tanya Jane at Hitex.

Find out more

To find out more or to make a preliminary reservation for any of the options above, please contact:

Tanya Jane
Hitex (UK) Ltd
024 7669 2066
tjane@hitex.co.uk 


